
Optimizing system performance for a 
shipping container supplier & manufacturer

Challenge

Installations of enterprise software continue at a strong 

pace worldwide, raising some difficulties for those 

companies, who haven’t modified in-house processes with 

modern technologies yet. Every niche involves a few 

common benefits that may be achieved through digital 

transformation, but there are also differences in the 

underlying technologies and local performance 

characteristics.



A common need for any manufacturer & supplier is to 

understand and optimize the performance of their systems. 

Adopting and utilizing custom, in-house software enables a 

combination of manual and automated activities to align 

with fast-changing customer’s needs and ever-growing 

market requirements. As a result, a company gets 

improved operational efficiency, service quality and 

reduced product development costs. 



This case study describes how a shipping container 

supplier teamed with a custom software development 

agency to implement advanced technologies, transform the 

workflow digitally, optimize the system with profound 

analytics and deploy it throughout the organization. 

Creating the tailor-made architecture of a software product 

was critical for our development team to ensure 

connectivity with a diverse range of sites and systems, 

suitability for user-friendly analysis of the available process 

data, and economical availability to all who would benefit. 



The enterprise software we provided was primarily aimed 

at completing simple and standardized tasks, which allows 

skillful human resources to focus their time and effort on 

more demanding and detailed tasks, enabling increased 

arc-on time, which correspondingly enables faster ROI.

Manufacturing 
Machinery

Industry:

Shipping container supplier with fabrication 
and refurbishment services

Customer:

Nest, 
NodeJS,  
React,  
React Native

Technologies:

Web development 
Mobile development 
UX/UI  
Concept development 
Dedicated team 

Services used:

System Optimization 
Reporting of KPIs 
Integrating Data from Multiple 
Systems and Sites

Use cases:

A common need for any manufacturer & 
supplier is to understand and optimize the 
performance of their systems. Adopting and 
utilizing custom, in-house software enables a 
combination of manual and automated 
activities to align with fast-changing 
customer’s needs and ever-growing market 
requirements
 

Business issue:

Digital transformation 
services:



Solution

We had to gather all necessary functions to extend the capabilities of our customer, transform the way it 

operates digitally and reinforce the perspectives. Our client had a very general vision of how the concept 

should look like consequently, so on our behalf, we should guide him through all the rough spots and help to 

achieve that goal.  



Since its foundation, the company reinvented its strategy and expanded to an enterprise that provides 

shipping containers of all types, including refrigerated, used, shipping containers of all sizes, intermodal 

chassis, trailers and container accessoires. Moreover, our customer offers custom fabrication, so users are 

able to compile a container heavily tailored to their requirements and preferences. 



That said, we had to develop a software for optimizing this manufacturing process to empower our client to 

enhance its efficiency, reduce time to market, streamline workflow, optimize operations and infrastructure, 

increase workforce efficiency via cutting down the time they spend on handling simple tasks that can be 

fixed automatically.  
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Our tasks were:

Scale the architecture and create wireframes


 for a prospective application.



Build up powerful web and mobile solutions 


to meet customer’s needs.



Think out a concept and mission statements 


for a custom-made solution. 



Combine suitable design with multi-layered 

functionality and architecture. 



Fill in the gaps that previously have been 

covered with various tools or SaaS solutions 

within one custom-made system.



Refine the whole service delivery path from 

submitting a request and structural 

engineering services to distributing. 




Core features

This tool has been initially designed for 

monitoring progress of each card, tracking the 

tasks of the inventory process and making the 

task management easier. In-house teams can 

assign tasks, track and control the progress, 

create new ones and monitor the activity of their 

coworkers. The interface was initially designed 

to be easy-to-use, flexible and intuitive. 

Production Calendar

Spend less time managing your software, 

and more time managing your business. 

We used Zoho to find tools that you already 

utilize or discover new ways to improve 

your business. 

Zoho CRM integration

Logistics management system allows users 

to navigate their routes to different locations 

and provide other task details, including 

payment info, delivery info, delivery time and 

attachments. 

Map view

To-do list of mobile app task manager

The most effective way to coordinate the 

working process is providing your team 

members with a mobile app management  

tool - compile to-do list to arrange 

the workflow seamlessly.  

Moreover, in-house staff can easily track 

their working hours within this mobile 

production calendar. 

Conclusion

As a result, we developed three separate digital entities that can be utilized simultaneously, as a complex 

solution to cover all tasks and change a company's performance in a positive manner.  

During our partnership, we may highlight the following milestones:

When your company comes to the next level, the need appears to turn to digital and transform the way of doing 

business entirely. That’s exactly what we have done with Conexwest: built up both web and mobile solutions to 

manage workflow, track tasks in his business, assign them to employees and see how much work they do. As a 

result, the processes became intuitive, autonomous and smoothly operated. 
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1. Logistics management system for in-house workflow optimization


2. Production calendar for web and mobile platforms


3. Discovery stage and detailed project estimate



Discuss Your Idea with Apiko Team

Still have questions?


Let’s talk about your project! 


Here are three available options for you to proceed further:

Estimate your project with our Project Cost Calculator 

Book a call for direct conversation with our tech experts

Anastasiia Mykoliuk
Partner Manager

Denis Sikorsky

Digital Business Consultant

Iryna Chaika
Partner Manager

Michael Rokosh
Digital Business Consultant

clutch facebook linkedin twittergithub dribbble

ollow Us on Social Media:F

Contacts

Submit a contact form so we could get back to you via email

a.mykol iuk@apiko.com i.chaika@apiko.com

mike@apiko.comd.sikorsky@apiko.com

4apiko.com

https://apiko.com/estimate-your-app/
https://apiko.com/booking-a-meeting/
https://clutch.co/profile/apiko
https://www.facebook.com/apiko.software/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/5375240/admin/
https://twitter.com/apiko_software?lang=en
https://github.com/Apiko-Academy
https://dribbble.com/apiko_software
https://apiko.com/contact-us/
mailto:a.mykoliuk@apiko.com
mailto:i.chaika@apiko.com
mailto:mike@apiko.com
mailto:d.sikorsky@apiko.com
https://apiko.com/

